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Canonical Monte Carlo simulations were performed for a nonprimitive model of an electrical double
layer. The ions and the solvent molecules are modeled as charged and dipolar hard spheres,
respectively, while the electrode as a hard, impenetrable wall carrying uniform surface charge. We
found that the ion-dipole model gives a reasonable description of the double layer for partially
charged ions with small to moderate dipole moments, or equivalently for an ‘‘effective’’ dielectric
constant. Density, polarization and mean electrostatic potential profiles are reported. Strong layering
structure, and at higher charges, charge inversion in the second layer were found. With appropriate
choices of charge and solvent parameters, states corresponding to the primitive or the solvent
primitive model can be produced, and the results agreed well with literature data. At higher effective
charges and dipole moments, the dipolar solvent has difficulties in preventing the ions from
clustering. More realistic models of water and other solvents are necessary to study the double layer.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~98!51341-4#I. INTRODUCTION
The electrochemical double layer ~DL! has great impor-
tance in electrochemical, biological, colloidal and interface
sciences. It has been studied widely using the primitive
model ~PM!, where the ions are represented as charged hard
spheres, the solvent as an isotropic dielectric continuum, and
the surface as a hard wall with a uniform surface charge.
This model was investigated by integral equation1–5 and den-
sity functional ~DF!6–8 theories, as well as computer simula-
tions in the canonical9–11 and the grand canonical12–16 en-
sembles. The results showed good agreement with the
classical Gouy–Chapman theory for low surface charges and
1:1 electrolyte solutions of moderate concentrations. Differ-
ences were noted, however, for higher valence salts and/or
high surface charge densities.
The basic disadvantage of the PM is that it ignores the
molecular nature of the solvent. To take into consideration
the effect of the solvent molecules and to examine the sol-
vent structure at the interface, more realistic models were
developed ~often called nonprimitive or ‘‘civilized’’ mod-
els!, where both the ions and the solvent are treated on a
molecular basis. One of the simplest models is the ion-dipole
mixture where the solvent molecules are modeled as hard
spheres with embedded point dipoles. This was examined
using the mean spherical approximation ~MSA!.17,18 Another
more sophisticated nonprimitive model, where the solvent
particles have, in addition to the point dipole, a quadrupole
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reference hypernetted-chain ~RHNC! theory.19 Both MSA
and RHNC calculations have revealed the importance of the
solvent structure in the DL. Oscillatory behavior and direc-
tional ordering near the charged surface were found.
To investigate more sophisticated nonprimitive models
of the electrical double layer, computer simulations appear to
be reasonable, with the development of modern computers
and increasingly powerful methods. Although to our knowl-
edge, for the confined ion-dipole mixture model no simula-
tion data have been published, recently a more realistic DL
model was studied by Spohr20 with the molecular dynamics
~MD! simulation method. He investigated aqueous NaCl and
CsF solutions near a model electrode. The ions were mod-
eled as charged Lennard-Jones ~LJ! particles, and the water
molecules were described by the rigid SPC/E model. The
electrode potential, besides the electrostatic and image-
charge interactions, contains a nonelectrostatic contribution
describing the effect of surface corrugation and anisotropic
adsorption. Spohr’s investigations showed different behavior
for the various ions. For instance, the smaller ions tend to
form rigid solvation shells that prevented them from contact
adsorption ~Glosli and Philpott,21 studying a similar system,
observed the same behavior!; while the larger ones show
stronger contact adsorption. Contact adsorption did not occur
on the uncharged electrodes.
In the case of the ion-dipole mixture the electrostatic
forces dominate the system, and the short range interactions
are represented by the hard exclusions. This model addresses
the basic features of the DL structure that are driven by the
electrostatic attractions and repulsions, and it can reveal the
importance of the solvent structure with respect to simpler
models ~e.g., the PM!. The computer simulation of ion-2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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bulk fluid state.22–27 The ion-dipole mixture has many low
energy configurations separated by strong barriers. Examples
of such minima are ion-pairing, a fully solvated ion, and, in
the case of the DL system, layering at the charged surface.
The standard Metropolis MC technique is slow to move the
system out of relative minima and the sampling is very inef-
ficient. In previous bulk simulations22–25 hundreds of mil-
lions MC moves were needed to break away from a local
minimum.
To avoid some of these problems, Davis et al.28–30 used
a simplified model in which the solvent molecules are neutral
hard spheres and their polar nature was taken into account by
the screening in the continuum model with e578.5. This
model was used earlier by Henderson and Lozada-Cassou4 to
explain hydration forces in colloidal suspensions. Davis
et al. have studied this model, which they call the solvent
primitive model ~SPM!, by DF theory28,29 and Monte Carlo
~MC! simulation.30 Their investigations showed, in agree-
ment with Henderson and Lozada-Cassou, that the presence
of the solvent molecules induced strong structures, as evi-
denced by the ion and solvent distributions. Several layers of
ions and solvent particles were found near both the charged
and the neutral walls. These features are absent in the PM
simulations.
Although the SPM avoids the difficulties due to the polar
nature of the solvent molecules, their treatment as particles
of a finite size results in a system with a high density. This
makes the calculation of the chemical potential problematic
because particle insertions, in grand canonical MC ~GCMC!
simulations or test particle techniques with efficient sam-
pling, are difficult to implement. Without the chemical po-
tential, the correspondence between the confined system and
bulk electrolyte of a given concentration, and thus compari-
son with results of theoretical methods, cannot be made pre-
cisely.
Zhang et al.30 proposed a trick to evade this problem.
They performed GCMC simulations in both bulk and con-
fined systems for the PM model, and obtained the bulk con-
centration and the average numbers of ions in the DL system,
respectively, for a given value of the electrochemical poten-
tial. Then, they added neutral hard spheres, as solvent mol-
ecules, to the ions until the density reached a given liquidlike
value and canonical MC simulations for this SPM system
were performed. Their procedure obviously lacks consis-
tency since adding hard spheres changes the chemical poten-
tials as has been shown by HNC calculations31 and
simulations.32 Nevertheless, it seems a reasonable approxi-
mation because Zhang et al.30 obtained back the estimated
bulk density in the middle of the cell. It can be expected that
in the case of the ion-dipole mixture, this approximation will
be less satisfactory; but in the absence of reasonable GCMC
data, it can be accepted as a starting point for this prelimi-
nary investigation.
Thus, one of the state points of Zhang et al.30 was cho-
sen to be a basic state of our investigations. For the new state
points we used a temperature of 300 K and the dielectric
constant of 1. The charges of the ions are 6e , the dipole
moment of the solvent molecules is 1.8 Debye, and for theDownloaded 13 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to diameter of the particles the more waterlike 3 Å was used
instead of the 4.25 Å of Zhang et al. The choice of the hard
core diameter of 4.25 Å seems to come from the early studies
of the PM and it is too large for water and many ions. We
believe that in studies of nonprimitive models, a diameter
representing water, and that is not unrealistic for common
ions, is more logical.
We found that with the above parameters efficient simu-
lations cannot be performed. Because of the oversimplified
treatment of the nonelectrostatic parts of the potentials, the
dominating long range electrostatic parts produce too deep
local potential wells in the phase space, and the particles tend
to form low-energy configurations from which they cannot
be moved out in a reasonable length of simulation. This
means that the system is ‘‘practically nonergodic’’ in the
sense of Larsen and Rogde.33 Therefore, it became necessary
to moderate the strengths of the charges and/or the dipoles.
For this purpose we introduced a ‘‘charging’’ parameter l i
and a ‘‘polarizing’’ parameter lm . By multiplying the
charge by l i and the dipole moment by lm , we can modu-
late the strengths of the ionic and dipolar interactions. The
l’s can be thought to be a measure of an ‘‘effective’’ dielec-
tric constant. For example, l’s in the range 0.2 to 0.5 corre-
spond to an ‘‘effective’’ dielectric constant between about 25
and 4.
Canonical simulations were performed for some appro-
priate values of the parameters with both charged and un-
charged walls. The density and potential profiles that we ob-
tain show different behavior in the l range that we consider,
and imply an even more structured interfacial region than
that was obtained from the SPM simulations. We have de-
veloped a method for treating long range corrections of the
ion-dipole mixture in a confined geometry that is described
in the next section. To test the simulation method, simula-
tions were performed for the PM and SPM systems, and the
results were compared with those of Torrie and Valleau13
and of Zhang et al.30 Further tests were made by simulating
a pure DHS fluid confined between charged and uncharged
walls. In the last section we discuss our results, which are
believed to provide a contribution to the better understanding
the structure of DL systems.
II. MODEL
Consider a mixture of N1 cations with charge q1 and
HS particle diameter d1 , N2 anions with charge q2 and
diameter d2 , and Nm dipoles of dipole moment m and diam-
eter dm at a temperature T . The particles are confined in a
rectangular simulation cell whose dimensions are W3W
3H , with hard impenetrable walls at z50 and z5H , while
periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x and y di-
rections. The left and right walls carry uniform surface
charge densities s1 and s2 , respectively. We require that
(s11s2)W252(N1q11N2q2) so that the system is elec-
trostatically neutral.
The potential energy of the system is a sum of one-
particle and two-particle energies. The pair interactions act-
ing between the various species of molecules are the well-
known multipole potentials with the corresponding hard
sphere ~HS! repulsive cores. They can be found in Eqs. ~7!–AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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long range corrections should be given. Our method is based
on that introduced by Torrie and Valleau.13 The influence of
the lateral charges and dipoles surrounding the central cell is
taken into account by infinite sheets parallel to the charged
walls. In our algorithm, each ion and dipole has its own sheet
at the same z coordinate as the particle. Charged sheets cor-
respond to each ion and polarized sheets to each dipole. A
charged sheet carries a uniform charge density of q/W2
where q is the charge of the central ion, while a polarized
sheet has a uniform surface polarization density of m/W2
where m is the dipole moment of the central dipole. Each
particle interacts with each sheet, less the square ‘‘hole’’
corresponding to the central particle in which the interaction
is taken into account explicitly by the intermolecular poten-
tials. The potential energy of an ion qi above the center of a
charged sheet (csh) of dimension L3L corresponding to an
ion q j is
ui ,csh~zi ,z j ,L !5qi
q j
L2 E2L/2
L/2 E
2L/2
L/2 dx dy
r
5qi
q j
L2 f~z ,L !, ~1!
between the ion qi and a polarized sheet (psh) correspond-
ing to a dipole mj at z j is
ui ,psh~zi ,z j ,m j ,z ,L !5qi
1
L2 E2L/2
L/2 E
2L/2
L/2 rmj
r3
dx dy
5sign~z !qi
m j ,z
L2 E~z ,L !, ~2!
and between the dipole mi and a polarized sheet correspond-
ing to dipole mj is
um ,psh~zi ,z j ,mi ,mj ,L !
52
1
L2 E2L/2
L/2 E
2L/2
L/2 F3~rmi!~rmj!
r5
2
mimj
r3
Gdx dy
2S 3m i ,z m j ,zL2 2mi mjL2DD~z ,L !, ~3!
where the vector r5(x ,y ,zi2z j) points from the unit area
dx dy of the sheet to the particle, uzu5uzi2z ju is the distance
between a particle and a sheet, and the functions in Eqs.
~1!–~3! by performing the integrations can be expressed as
E~z ,L !52p24 arctan
4uzur1
L , ~4!
f~z ,L !54L lnS 0.51r1
r2
D2uzuE~z ,L !, ~5!
and
D~z ,L !5
1
Lr1r2
2 , ~6!
with r15A0.51(z/L)2 and r25A0.251(z/L)2. Because of
symmetry, the dipole-charged sheet interaction is equal to
the ion-polarized sheet interaction: um ,csh5ui ,psh .Downloaded 13 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to To save computer time, it is worth using infinite sheets.
The values of the functions in Eqs. ~1!–~3! in the limit of
L!` are E(z ,`)52p , f(z ,`)522puzu and D(z ,`)50.
The divergent first term of f vanishes because of the charge
neutrality of the system. Thus, the total two-particle energies
~the ion–ion, the ion-dipole and the dipole–dipole terms! of
the system can be expressed as
Uii5 (
i51
Ni21
(j5i11
Ni FuHS~di j ,ri j!1 qiq jri j G
1(
i51
Ni
(j51
Ni
@ui ,csh~ i , j ,`!2ui ,csh~ i , j ,W !# , ~7!
Uim5(
i51
Ni
(j51
Nm FuHS~di j ,ri j!
1qi
miri j
r i j
3 1ui ,psh~ i , j ,`!2ui ,psh~ i , j ,W !G , ~8!
and
Umm5 (
i51
Nm21
(j5i11
Nm FuHS~dm ,ri j!
2
3~miri j!~miri j!
ri j
5 1
mimj
r i j
3 G
1(
i51
Nm
(j51
Nm
@ud ,psh~ i , j ,`!2ud ,psh~ i , j ,W !# , ~9!
where Ni5N11N2 is the number of ions, ri j5ri2rj , ri j
5uri ju is the distance while di j5(di1d j)/2 is the distance in
touch of the corresponding particles, (i , j ,W) is the brief no-
tation for the argument of the corresponding functions. Fi-
nally,
uHS~d ,ri j!5H ` if ri j,d0 otherwise ~10!
is the hard-sphere ~HS! interaction.
The one-particle energies ~ion-wall, dipole-wall! with
the infinite charged hard walls (w) are
Uiw5(
i51
Ni
@uHS~di/2,zi!1uHS~di/2,H2zi!
22pqizis122pqi~H2zi!s2# ~11!
and
Umw5(
i51
Nm
@uHS~dm/2,zi!1uHS~dm/2,H2zi!
22pm i ,zs112pm i ,zs2# . ~12!
Note that Torrie and Valleau13 used equidistantly spaced
sheets carrying surface charge densities corresponding to an
averaged charge distribution in the central cell. This proce-
dure includes information from earlier stages of the system,
and thus, the simulation is not rigorously a Markov-chain. In
our simulation this is not the case because the sheets are
continuously moving with the particles and the energyAIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
7365J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 17, 1 November 1998 Boda, Chan, and HendersonTABLE I. Parameters of the simulations. The temperature is T5300 K, the charges of the ions are q656l ie , the dipole moment strength of the solvent
molecules is m5lm31.8 Debye, the diameter of the particles are d53 Å except for simulations a and b , where 4.25 Å was used. The reduced surface charge
is s*5s1d2/e on the left wall, the right wall is neutral except for simulations c – f where s252s1 . The column ‘‘Fig.’’ shows in which figure the density
profiles of the corresponding simulation can be seen. The length of the simulations is 4 million MC steps after equilibration.
2s* l i lm N1 N2 Nm W/d H/d ni ,0 nm ,0 Fig. Note
a 0.3 0.113 - 234 54 - 24.5 24.5 0.0044 - 1~a! PM
b 0.42 0.113 0 17 9 134 4.36 12 0.045 0.627 1~b! SPM
c 0.0 0.619
d 0.02 - 1 - - 134 4.36 12 - 0.626 2 DHS
e 0.05 0.612
f 0.1 0.605
g 0.2 0.060 0.602 3~a! DL
h 0.0 0.3 0.5 13 13 134 4.36 12 0.070 0.586 3~b! Uncharged
i 0.4 - - 3~c! wall
j 0.021 0.2 14 12 0.058 0.606 4~a! DL
k 0.042 0.2 0.5 15 11 134 4.36 12 0.056 0.607 4~b!, 5~a! Charged
l 0.063 0.2 16 10 0.052 0.613 4~c! wall
m 0.063 0.3 15 11 0.056 0.608 4~d!
n 0.042 0.2 0.5 30 22 268 6.17 12 0.057 0.607 5~b! Larger
o 0.042 0.2 0.5 21 17 194 4.36 17.24 0.058 0.606 5~c! systemchange between two subsequent configurations depends only
on these two configurations. The use of an image sheet per
particle is more precise than sheets representing many par-
ticles. The additional CPU time can be minimized by poly-
nomial fitting of the time consuming functions in Eqs. ~3!–
~5!.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation method
The NVT MC simulation implemented the usual Boltz-
mann importance sampling. In an MC step an attempted
move was made for each particle in sequential order. Statis-
tical uncertainties were estimated by the block average
method where the simulation runs were divided into 10
blocks. The length of the simulations was 4 million MC
steps.
Histograms for distribution functions were accumulated
after 10 attempted moves were made for every particle. To
evaluate the histogram, the effective range where particles
can be located ~from d/2 to H2d/2) was divided into 200
units of width (L2d)/200. After displacing a particle and
before calculating the energies, overlapping was checked by
the help of the linked cell method to save CPU time. The
linked cell method enables us to check only the neighboring
particles for overlap; thus, its demand on CPU time is pro-
portional to only N instead of N2. The detailed description of
the linked cell method used here can be found in Ref. 34. If
an overlap was found, the displacement was refused, and
thus the time consuming energy calculation could be
avoided. For the maximum displacement of the particles,
values in the range 0.1d<Drmax<0.12d were used. These
resulted in acceptance ratios between 0.25 and 0.4, namely a
high percentage of the refusals originated from particle over-
lap; this made the application of the linked cell method par-
ticularly useful.Downloaded 13 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to The state points we consider are related to one of those
Zhang et al.30 studied in the framework of the SPM model.
We kept the system size used by them, as well as the tem-
perature ~300 K!, and used similar numbers of particles. The
right wall was neutral in all cases. As it was mentioned in
Sec. I, we used d5d15d25dm53 Å instead of 4.25 Å that
was thought to be too high for the water molecules. The
particulars of the simulation parameters are tabulated in
Table I. ~We did not tabulate every simulation we performed,
only those for which profiles are shown. Some of our other
simulations are discussed in the text.! The reduced density of
the fluid was chosen to be about r*5(N11N2
1Nm)d3/WH2;0.7. Note that in our simulations the cations
are the counterions and the anions are the coions, in contrast
to the work of Zhang et al., but in this model the two sys-
tems are equivalent due to symmetry.
B. Comparison with PM and SPM results
Our simulation program include the PM and the SPM
systems as special cases, thus making it possible to test the
program by comparing the results obtained for these systems
with those existing in the literature. By using no dipoles
(Nm50) and by giving the l i51/Ae value to the charging
parameter, we obtain a PM system with e as dielectric con-
stant. For comparison we chose one of the points of Torrie
and Valleau13 and used the number of ions yielded by their
GCMC simulation ~sim. a). This state point corresponds a
0.1 M bulk concentration with the value of ln g6520.232
for the activity coefficient. Besides the different ensembles,
there are differences in handling the long range corrections,
as was discussed in Sec. II. The density profiles compared to
those of Torrie and Valleau are shown in Fig. 1~a!.
Again, by using l i51/Ae for the charging parameter,
but neutral hard spheres (lm50) for the solvent molecules,
we get the SPM system. For comparison, one of the stateAIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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corresponds to a 1 molar 1:1 bulk electrolyte with ion activ-
ity coefficient ln g6520.127 with the value 4.25 Å for the
particle diameter on the basis of the procedure described in
Sec. I. Comparison of the density profiles can be seen in Fig.
1~b!. For a clear correspondence to the results of Zhang
et al., we normalized the density profiles with the bulk den-
sities calculated from the 1 molar assumption, n0,i5NAd3
50.046 and n0,m50.722n0,i50.608 with d54.25
31029 dm, as Zhang et al. presumably did. Note that every-
where the densities denoted by n’s are reduced by d3.
The bulk densities in Table I are estimated by integrating
the density profiles over a range in the middle in the cell
where the profiles appeared to be flat. In this way, the calcu-
lation of the bulk density is subject to some uncertainty. For
consistency, we performed the integration for a range of
width of 2d in the middle in every case. Note that the nor-
malization in this way simply means that we divide the ab-
solute density profile by a number about which we think to
be approximately the bulk density. In every simulation we
normalized the density profiles by the values calculated in
this way, except in the cases of simulations b , h , and i @Figs.
1~b!, 3~b!, and 3~c!#.
It can be seen that for both the PM and the SPM systems
agreement is reasonable between the reference data and those
obtained from our simulations. In the case of SPM four lay-
ers of particles can be observed at both walls. At the charged
wall, in every layer there are more coions than counterions.
Good agreement with the literature results establishes a con-
sistency between different ensembles ~Torrie and Valleau
used GC one! and between different methods of estimating
long range corrections ~Zhang et al. calculated the long
range term of the Coulomb potential by a sum using modi-
fied Bessel functions!.
We comment that the electrode charge densities used by
Torrie and Valleau and especially by Zhang et al. are rather
high compared to what is experimentally attainable. How-
FIG. 1. Normalized density profiles for the PM ~a! system compared to the
results of Torrie and Valleau ~Ref. 13! and for the SPM ~b! system with
comparison to the data of Zhang et al. ~Ref. 30! ~a: sim. a , b: sim. b).Downloaded 13 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to ever, we used these charge densities so that a comparison can
be made.
C. Confined DHS fluid
There is interest in the structure of water in pores and
other confined geometries. The DHS fluid is a very simpli-
fied model of water and other polar solvent molecules. For
this reason, we investigate the structure of the solvent near
charged and uncharged walls. We performed simulations for
the same system as listed below for the ion-dipole mixture
cases, but without ions, at different surface charges ~sims.
c – f ). The density profiles are shown in Fig. 2~a!, and the
polarization per particle profiles in Fig. 2~b!. The polariza-
tion per particle is obtained by dividing the polarization den-
sity by the number density. In Fig. 2~b! the polarization pro-
file is normalized by the dipole moment; thus the value of 1
means a totally polarized fluid. The surface charge densities
given in Table I and in Fig. 2 are applied on both walls
~positive on the right, negative on the left!. It results in a
uniform electric field throughout the cell. The density profile
for s*520.02 is omitted in Fig. 2~a! for clarity since it is
close to the one at zero charge. According to the symmetry,
if we wished, we could average over the profiles at the two
walls and obtain a single, presumably more accurate, profile
for half the cell.
The results are what one would expect. The density pro-
files show stronger layering with increasing surface charge.
The polarization is zero at zero field, while it is very close to
1 and almost uniform at high surface charge ~0.1! showing
that the dipoles are strongly oriented. At moderate surface
charges a layering can be observed near the walls that reveals
that the dipoles are more oriented at the peaks of the density
profiles. A possible explanation can be that the particles tend
to form chains oriented along the z-axis, and at the walls the
probability of chain formation may be higher. The particles
that are part of a chain are oriented by not only the electric
field of the wall, but also by the effect of the low-energy
FIG. 2. Number density ~a! and polarization/particle ~b! profiles for DHS
fluid confined between walls carrying s* ~left wall! and 2s* ~right wall!
surface charges. ~sims. c – f ).AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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simulations of bulk DHS fluids.35,36
A saturation effect is also produced by the simulations.
In Fig. 2~b!, it can be seen that the ‘‘bulk polarization’’
~namely the polarization in the center of the cell! increases
nonlinearly with the increasing surface charge.
D. Ion-dipole results for uncharged walls
At the very beginning in our simulations with full charge
and dipole moment it turned out that MC simulation of the
ion-dipole moment is problematic unless we decrease the
strengths of the electrostatic forces. If any of the electrostatic
interactions is too strong, the system is frozen into low-
energy local configurations. Using the term of Larsen and
Rogde,33 we can say that the simulation is ‘‘practically non-
ergodic.’’
Therefore we introduced the charging and the polarizing
parameter, l i and lm , and performed several simulations for
different pairs of values of these parameters with uncharged
walls. We found that if the dipole moment is too strong with
respect to the charge (lm>0.75 and l i<0.4), the cations
tend to form a chain along the z-axis surrounded by appro-
priately aligned dipoles, while the anions form a similar
string separated from the cations. Increasing the charge, the
cation- and the anion-string are coming closer to each other
and forming pairs of strings. For the influence of additional
increase in the charges, the strings break apart and pairs of
shorter chains appear, and clusters of ions start to form. If the
charge of the ions is very strong, clusters of ions in a lattice-
like formation appear.
To obtain a solvated bulk electrolyte in the middle of the
cell and to get reasonable density profiles for both the ions
and the dipoles, both the charge and the dipole moment had
to be decreased. We found that for polarizing parameter of
lm50.5 and for the charging parameter l i<0.3, ‘‘practi-
cally ergodic’’ simulations can be performed. Figure 3
shows the density profiles resulted from three of our simula-
tions. For the sake of comparison the density profiles in Figs.
3~b! and 3~c! are normalized with the bulk densities obtained
from the simulation represented by Fig. 3~a! ~sim. c). It can
be seen that in the cases of l i50.2 and 0.3 the profiles are
nearly symmetric and show similar layering to that obtained
from the SPM simulation @Fig. 1~b!, at the right wall#. Figure
3~a! shows that for l i50.2 the density profiles of the three
particles nearly coincide; it implies that the structure of lay-
ering is mainly determined by the hard-sphere repulsions.
For l i50.3 the bulk density is higher in the middle of the
cell @Fig. 3~b!# implying that at this charge the ions are more
prone to gather in the middle of the cell and they take place
at the wall in a lower probability than in the case of l i
50.2. This harmonizes with the results of Spohr20 who has
not found contact adsorption in the case of zero surface
charge. Figure 3~c! shows an example for a ‘‘bad’’ case
where the ions form cluster around z/d50.7.
E. Ion-dipole results for charged walls
We performed simulations for ion-dipole mixtures near a
charged wall at two pairs of l parameters that were found toDownloaded 13 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to yield ‘‘practically ergodic’’ systems by the zero-charge
simulations. The polarizing parameter is fixed at lm50.5,
while for the charging parameter the values l i50.2 ~sims.
j – l) and 0.3 ~sim. m) were used. The density profiles can be
seen in Fig. 4.
In the case of l i50.2, the density profiles are basically
similar to those obtained from the SPM model. The presence
of the solvent molecules induces a strong layering structure
at both the charged and the neutral walls. In all cases there
are about four layers for every particles. For the lowest sur-
face charge (s*520.021) a considerable residue was found
for the coions at the charged wall @Fig. 4~a!#. Increasing the
surface charge, this contact adsorption of coions vanishes. In
every case, there are more counterions in the second layer
than coions, although in the case of the highest surface
charge @Fig. 4~c!#, the number of anions becomes rather
high. This is due to the strong attraction of the cations that
are positioned in the first layer at the wall.
Indeed, using a higher charging parameter (l i50.3), the
attraction of the first layer of cations become even stronger,
and a charge inversion occurs in the second layer, namely,
the coion density exceeds the counterion one @Fig. 4~d!#.
This behavior occurs also in the PM model for higher va-
lence salts, as well as in the SPM model, but the phenomena
are less distinct there. Note that we performed a simulation
for l i50.3 at an even higher surface charge s*520.095,
and the charge inversion was found to be even stronger. The
FIG. 3. Normalized density profiles for ion-dipole mixtures confined be-
tween uncharged walls with various values of the charging parameter l i .
Here, and in Figs. 4 and 5, the solid, the dotted and the dashed lines repre-
sent cation, anion, and dipole density profiles, respectively ~a: sim. g , b:
sim. h , c: sim. i).AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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strongly supported by the recent simulations of Spohr.20 For
instance, in the case of positive surface charge, he found a
distinct first adsorption layer for Cl2 ions, while in the sec-
ond layer they vanish and Na1 ions dominate. Whether
charge inversion occurs and its magnitude must depend on
the concentration and the kind of the electrolyte, as well as
the surface charge.
To investigate the influence of system size on the density
profiles, we performed two additional simulations for l i
50.2 and s*520.042 ~sim. k) at larger system sizes. In
sim. n , the length of the cell was kept fixed (W512d), and
the area of the wall ~and consequently, the number of par-
ticles! was increased for twice larger than in sim. k (W8
5&W). In sim. o , the width of the cell was unchanged at
W54.36d , while the length of the cell was increased to H
517.24d . The necessary numbers of the additional particles
were calculated from the bulk densities obtained from sim. k
proportionally to the additional volume. However, since the
number of particles are integer numbers, the resulting state
point may differ somewhat from that of the small system
size. Indeed, the density profiles for the long cell @Fig. 5~c!#
slightly differ from those of the short cell @Fig. 5~a!#. Nev-
ertheless, in both cases, a definite, although noisy bulk re-
gion was obtained in the middle of the cell. Moreover, for
the longer cell we experienced poorer statistics at the same
length of simulation. From this, we can conclude that the cell
length H512d seems to be enough to gain reasonable den-
FIG. 4. Normalized density profiles for ion-dipole mixtures with charging
parameter l i50.2 ~a–c! and 0.3 ~d! for different surface charges on the left
wall. For meaning of line types see the caption of Fig. 3 ~a: sim. j , . . . , d:
sim. m).Downloaded 13 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to sity profiles in the interfacial regions. Moreover, the profiles
for W54.36d and W56.17d agree very well, which, to-
gether with the above conclusion for the cell length, implies
that the system size 4.36d34.36d312d is appropriate to
study the structural features of the DL, at least for this con-
centration.
Note that we performed simulations at these larger sys-
tem sizes for the case of uncharged wall also ~sim. g), and
similar conclusions could be drawn. Figure 5~a! is identical
with Fig. 4~b! except that here error bars are shown for the
ionic profiles ~the error of the dipole profile is very small!.
For clarity, in the other figures we do not show the error
bars; the orders of magnitude of the statistical uncertainties
in the other simulations are similar.
The mean electrostatic potential can be calculated from
the equation:18,37
C~z !5C i~z !1Cm~z !
54pE
z
H
@q1n1~z8!1q2n2~z8!#~z2z8!dz8
24pE
z
H
P~z8!dz8, ~13!
where C i is the ionic and Cm is the dipolar contribution to
the mean potential, n1(z) and n2(z) are the density distri-
butions of the cation and anion, respectively, and P(z) is the
polarization density. Figure 6 shows the reduced potential
profiles for simulations j2m , where the potentials were re-
duced by C*5beC . For T5300 K, C*5C/25.9 mV.
Table II contains the contact values of the reduced potentials
~at d/2); and their values at d50, namely the potential drops
across the interface. The contact values of C i and Cm were
extrapolated by fitting second order polynomials on the loga-
rithms of the three closest values to contact, and then by
taking the exponent of the extrapolated function in contact.
FIG. 5. Normalized density profiles for l i50.2 and s*520.042 at various
system sizes. For meaning of line types see the caption of Fig. 3 ~a: sim. j ,
b: sim n , c: sim. o).AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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that C i(0)5C i(d/2)12psd; while for the polarization
part Cm(0)5Cm(d/2) since P(z)50 if 0<z<d/2. The dif-
ference between C i(0) and C i(d/2) is satisfied exactly in
our simulations because of charge neutrality.
The ion-dipole model tends to yield larger potential dif-
ferences than do either the PM or SPM results. This is en-
couraging since the PM and SPM models give voltages that
are too small, or equivalently capacitances that are too large,
unless a layer of low dielectric constant near the wall is
postulated. ~Table II contains the potential values for the
SPM case also for comparison.!
It can be seen that the presence of dipoles manifests
itself in an opposite effect in the mean potential. This results
in a fluctuation of the total potential profile in which this
behavior is a new aspect with respect to the PM and SPM
simulations. While the drop from z50 to d/2 in the ionic
potential is proportional to the surface charge, the contact
potential C i(d/2) does not seem to depend so strongly on it.
This is a consequence of the fact that coions are also present
in the DL. That Cm(d/2) depends nonlinearly on s implies a
saturation behavior for the polarization part of the potential.
Because of the charge inversion, in the case of l i50.3
the potential profiles are quite different ~Fig. 6, right side!
from those where charge inversion is absent. Not only the
total potential, but also the ionic part shows an oscillatory
behavior. Moreover, although in a less magnitude, the polar-
ization part also fluctuates. This can be seen more clearly in
Fig. 7, which shows the polarization density profiles. Be-
tween the first layer of cations and the second layer of anions
there is an inversion of orientation in the polarization profile
FIG. 6. Reduced mean electrostatic potential profiles for various values of
l i and s*. The solid, the dotted and the dashed lines represent the total, the
ionic and the polarization potentials, respectively ~sims. j – m).Downloaded 13 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to for l i50.3. From z52d the potential profiles decay to zero
very rapidly.
Due to the scale of the y-axis in Figs. 3–5 it cannot be
seen very clearly, but we found a statistical weakness in
obeying the mechanical equilibrium along the z-axis. In the
case of zero surface charge @Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#, this incon-
sistency manifests itself in an asymmetry in the ionic pro-
files. Of course, they should be completely symmetrical. To
reveal this asymmetry, we calculated the contact values of
the density profiles for the ion-dipole simulations ~sims. g – h
and j – o) with the method outlined at the section dealing
with the mean potentials, and accumulated them in Table III.
Comparing the contact values at d/2 and H2d/2, it can be
seen that there are some differences between them. This is a
consequence of the long extension of the cell in z direction;
the particles need more time to travel along the z-axis, and
more simulation steps are needed to obtain an efficient sam-
pling resulting an ensemble average obeying the condition of
mechanical equilibrium in the z direction. This is again the
problem of ‘‘practical ergodicity.’’
While in the case of zero surface charge the symmetry of
the profiles offers an obvious method to check the mechani-
cal consistency of the simulation, in the case of charged wall
we have to calculate the pressure to check the mechanical
equilibrium. According to the contact theorem of nonhomo-
geneous electrolytes,18,38 the pressure of the bulk electrolyte
can be calculated from the contact values at a charged wall in
the following way:
p522ps i
21kT~n1~
i !1n2
~ i !1nm
~ i !!, ~14!
where i refers to the wall, and the n’s are the contact values
of the densities at the appropriate wall, i.e., n1
(1)5n1(d/2),
n1
(2)5n1(H2d/2) and so on. Table III contains the reduced
bulk pressures p*5bd3p obtained from the contact theorem
FIG. 7. Polarization density profiles reduced by the number density and the
dipole moment for various values of l i and s* ~sims. j – m).TABLE II. Reduced mean electrostatic potentials (C*5beC) at z50 and at z5d/2.
Simulation b j k l m n o
C i*(0) 25.95 238.9 268.8 292.1 295.7 269.5 277.1
C i*(d/2) 21.53 214.3 219.7 218.5 222.0 220.4 228.0
Cm*(d/2) - 25.6 38.9 41.9 33.7 39.5 38.6
C*(0) 25.95 213.3 229.9 250.3 262.0 230.0 238.5AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
7370 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 17, 1 November 1998 Boda, Chan, and HendersonTABLE III. Contact values of the densities for the ion-dipole simulations. The last two rows contain the reduced pressures p*5bpd3 of the fluid calculated
from the contact theorem at the left (p1*) and the right (p2*) wall. The numbers in parentheses denote the statistical uncertainties in the last digit.
Simulation g h j k l m n o
n1(d/2) 0.28 ~2! 0.10 ~1! 0.83 ~3! 2.20 ~2! 4.85 ~3! 4.55 ~3! 2.28 ~3! 2.45 ~2!
n2(d/2) 0.27 ~2! 0.10 ~1! 0.04 0.003 0.0 0.0 0.004 0.006
nm(d/2) 3.49 ~3! 3.63 ~2! 3.69 ~3! 3.94 ~2! 3.95 ~3! 4.18 ~3! 3.87 ~2! 3.86 ~2!
n1(H2d/2) 0.22 ~2! 0.10 ~1! 0.24 ~1! 0.21 ~1! 0.18 ~2! 0.10 ~1! 0.22 ~1! 0.18 ~1!
n2(H2d/2) 0.23 ~1! 0.10 ~1! 0.23 ~1! 0.21 ~2! 0.20 ~2! 0.10 ~1! 0.23 ~1! 0.24 ~1!
nm(H2d/2) 3.60 ~3! 3.66 ~2! 3.54 ~2! 3.54 ~3! 3.56 ~3! 3.57 ~2! 3.56 ~2! 3.63 ~2!
p1* 4.04 ~3! 3.83 ~2! 4.04 ~3! 4.08 ~2! 4.15 ~3! 4.08 ~3! 4.09 ~3! 4.25 ~3!
p2* 4.04 ~3! 3.86 ~2! 4.02 ~2! 3.96 ~3! 3.93 ~3! 3.77 ~2! 4.01 ~2! 3.99 ~2!at the left (p1*) and the right (p2*) wall. Of course, theoreti-
cally p1*5p2* , but in practice differences due to insufficient
sampling regarding a distribution obeying mechanical equi-
librium, and statistical uncertainties, may be apparent. It can
be seen that in the case of low surface charge ~sim. j) the
agreement between p1* and p2* is very good. Increasing the
surface charge the agreement becomes poorer, and in the
cases of the largest inhomogeneity ~sim. m) and the long cell
~sim. o) the weakest. The latter result shows the weaker
statistical efficiency of the simulations in the longer cell, and
supports the advice to use as short cell as possible to mini-
mize computer time requirement.
In spite of the differences in the contact values of the
densities in the cases of uncharged walls ~sims. g – h), the
pressures agree well because they depend on the total contact
density that is the same at the two walls, while the compo-
sition is different. Thus, we think the equality of pressures in
these cases is less meaningful.
Note that the contact theorem of Eq. ~14! in the work of
Blum and Henderson18 differs from that given by Carnie and
Chan37 as it is commented in Ref. 38. The difference comes
from a different definition of the pressure tensor, and the
agreement found here for lower surface charges gives addi-
tional support to the definition of Blum and Henderson.
F. Summary
Canonical MC simulations were performed for a non-
primitive model of electrical DL. The ions are represented
with charged, while the dipoles with dipolar hard spheres. To
obtain a ‘‘practically ergodic’’ system, both the charge and
the dipole moment had to be moderated charging and polar-
izing parameters. Via these parameters, states equivalent to
the PM or SPM have been produced by an ‘‘effective’’ di-
electric constant. In addition, molecular mixtures of ions and
dipoles with various strengths have been reported.
At larger values of the charging and/or the polarizing
parameters, we found clusters and/or strings of particles.
This results in an unphysical shape for the profiles. It is
possible that extremely long simulations might give better
looking profiles. However, this might be due to the clusters
moving back and forth rather than to the breaking up the
clusters.
The ‘‘practical nonergodicity’’ of the ion-dipole model
implies that in the future we will have to consider more
sophisticated models of the intermolecular potentials, espe-Downloaded 13 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to cially that regarding the water. Nevertheless, even this over-
simplified model of the solvent molecules could reveal some
interesting phenomena regarding the importance of the sol-
vent molecules in the structure of DL; for instance the charge
and the orientation inversion in the second layer.
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